
Value Beyond Compliance
Your Branded Audit Field Team

Your team of dedicated, highly motivated, industry specialists 

ensuring the approved repair network and vehicle repairs are 

fully compliant with your brand standards, across the globe: 

know everything, anywhere, anytime.



An Increasingly Regulated World
Vehicle manufacturers need to develop and maintain repair 
quality across their approved repairer networks so individually 
and collectively approved repair shops keep pace with 
advancing vehicle technology, follow the manufacturer’s repair 
process and standards, meet high and demanding customer 
expectations, and out-compete the Independent Motor Trade.  

To achieve this, vehicle manufacturers need to assure 
themselves that each and every approved repair shop meets 
or exceeds government legislation, regulations and standards, 
industry best-practices and brand standards – without 
compromise or favour.  

At a time of increasing pressures on repair shop profitability 
from rising costs, fierce competition and motor insurer 
revenue constraints; the risk of non-compliance has never 
been greater.

OUTSORC specialist auditing teams afford deep knowledge of 
both the repair shop operation, brand standards and industry 
best-practices.  Importantly, they afford complete 
independence and an unrelenting drive in representing the 
best interests of the brand.

Performance Improvement. Achieved



About 

OUTSORC



A Specialist Partner
OUTSORC is a specialist outsource partner for vehicle 
manufacturers and tier-1 suppliers in the automotive aftermarket, 
when results matter.

We support our clients develop value-creating programmes and 
initiatives or rejuvenate existing ones: enhancing capabilities – 
supplementing their own teams or addressing skill shortages with 
flexible and cost-efficient solutions, across the globe.

We enable our clients to quickly scale up or down their operations 
to meet changing business demands and lower operating costs.

Our people are hand-picked for their proven industry knowledge 
and experience, specialist skills and accomplishments, to help 
clients achieve their business objectives. Our employees bring 
quality insights accumulated over years of experience working 
with manufacturers, dealers and approved repair shops.   As a 
result, clients benefit from practical know-how as well as 
analytical expertise and implementation skills.  

Our vision is that every client recommends OUTSORC 
because we improve performance.

We believe improved performance is not achieved through 
technology alone.  Client success comes from having the right 
people, with the right skills, working in a brand-aligned way, 
performing the right activity, performance managed and 
supported with the right tools.  And, importantly, high-calibre 
organisational leadership, rooted in the automotive industry.      



Improving repair 

quality, safety and 

productivity and 

reducing risk, across 

the globe



Global Operations
OUTSORC provides vehicle manufacturers with in-country, 
branded audit field teams, across the globe.

Almost without exception, our clients operate across 
multiple countries with different legislation, regulations and 
standards.  Choosing OUTSORC as your international 
partner enables you to benefit from our holistic navigation 
through an increasingly regulated world in maintaining 
global repair quality and brand standards.  

We have an unrivalled understanding of your operational 
processes and the expectations of your customers and 
suppliers. We know how to support you sell more parts at 
higher margin, raise productivity and quality standards and 
improve customer satisfaction.  Our solutions have been 
tried-and-tested by the biggest automotive brands in local 
and international markets.  

Our Auditors are hand-picked for their proven experience 
and expertise in the collision repair sector and pass a 
rigorous recruitment and selection process.  Our 
independent services quickly add significant value to our 
client operations.

Using our specialist systems and tools, clients see global 
compliance in seconds.

Thinking globally, implementing locally.



Using Specialist 

People Tools, 

Systems and 

Processes



Capturing More Value for the 
Brand
Accident repair revenues have significant growth potential as 
the motorparc in mature and emerging markets continues to 
age and aftermarkets expand following global vehicle sales 
growth.  But repair centres are often challenged to respond to 
the conflicting demands of motor insurers and manufacturer 
regulations and standards. 

With a track record in developing global Body & Paint 
Programmes, we offer the repair shop commercially proven 
solutions designed to support them build, operate and sustain 
high-performing businesses that exceed customer 
expectations. 

Our audit field teams specialise in providing repair shops with 
the advanced competencies needed to enhance the brand’s 
customer offer and experience.

Our programmes are designed to be self-funding for 
stakeholders, aligned with the brand’s commercial objectives, 
image and values, and enhance repair quality and consistency 
across the approved repair shop network.



Specialisation that Creates Value

OUTSORC Auditors are supported by the organisation they work 
for in ways designed to optimise their efficiency and effectiveness. 
 

Our secure, data encrypted mobile audit compliance tool 
(ORDITR) is used by the Audit Field Team to record and report the 
audit results and detail areas of conformance/non-conformance 
across a spectrum of criteria that include facility; equipment and 
tools; internal systems, processes and policies; staff 
competencies; health and safety, documentation and certification; 
and commercial and brand standards.  Seeing global compliance 
in seconds is easy with ORDITR’s menu-driven management 
information reporting on laptop, iPad and mobile.  Using ORDITR, 
our field teams can quickly discuss and agree individual repair 
shop Compliance Action Plans with specific SMART objectives.      

Our central support services team – together with the Audit Field 
Team - work with you in tailoring audit standards, the audit 
schedule and audit process to the specific needs of individual 
country markets.  And tailor the ORDITR tool to meet your  
branding requirements. 

Acting together, our Audit Field Team and ORDITR quickly and 
accurately show the size and nature of business risk in approved 
repair shop networks.   

Global knowledge with local actions.   





Thinking About 

and Doing The 

Things That 

Matter Most



Focus and Proactivity

Ensuring the audit programme achieves your commercial objectives 

involves more than choosing to partner with a global brand name.  You 

need deep industry knowledge; experienced, capable and proactive 

account management; laser-like focus on operational detail; and a 

quality of action driven by industry know-how.  Our client’s tell us we’re 

different in the following ways:

Appointing Senior Account Managers with relevant experience and 

capability to get things done.

Being simultaneously strategic in programme development and tactical 

in programme implementation. 

Bringing additive thinking and tools to improve operational efficiency 

and decision-making – enhancing not eroding capabilities.

Recruiting and retaining the best people - hand-picking those with the 

most relevant experience and capabilities.

Providing superior performance management of people to achieve 

demanding business objectives.

Achieving high levels of commitment from Dealers, repair shops and 

work providers. 

Working closely through regular performance review meetings so the 

brand retains full control and steerage.  

Striving to continually make client programmes and initiatives better 

through a culture of continuous improvement.



Why a Audit Field 

Team?



Compliance You Can Trust
We use software tools to enhance the capability 
of our Audit Field Teams instead of substituting 
them.  When it comes to compliance, our clients 
want more than, not less than they currently 
have.  

Our Audit Field Teams…

See, hear and touch beyond a ticked box on a 
self-audit compliance data field - reporting the 
actual situation/risk and standards. 

Develop Compliance Action Plans and manage 
progression in areas of non-compliance.  They 
also help prevent future non-compliance issues 
arising that can only happen during on-site 
audits.

Provide a qualitative insight into the repair centre 
business operation.

Build Dealer and repair shop commitment to the 
audit process and continuous improvement.

Provide coaching, mentoring and training support 
on-site and remotely to repair shop staff.

Work with repair shops to raise operational 
efficiency and effectiveness - improving local 
competitiveness and work direction opportunities, 
for example: motor insurers, fleet operators.



Why partner 

with OUTSORC?



Strength Through Specialisation
Our manifesto is that we are completely independent in representing the brand’s best interests.  We are the ‘go-to’ partner for 
leading automotive brands because we…

Have delivered successful outcomes for some of the world’s leading automotive brands and helped them win prestigious  
industry awards.

Are a global operation – mirroring where client’s compete in the after-market and coordinating programmes that operate 
across multiple countries and regions – blending strong global coordination with local practicable implementation.

Are able to incorporate Audit Field Teams into OUTSORC’s industry award-winning Body & Paint Programmes.

Have a performance-driven and results-orientated culture supported by a rigorous recruitment and selection process to employ 
the best people to support your brand.  

Have developed industry-leading tools, systems and processes to support your Audit Field Teams and provide you with instant 
access to audit results and Compliance Action Plans.

Use our global know-how and experience to develop and manage locally relevant audit programmes where National Sales 
Organisations/Importers, Dealers and repair shops immediately recognize the value.  

Partner with you in a branded way and always act in your best interest.

Think about and do the things that matter most in achieving your commercial objectives.
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…it all adds up.

Mike Yorke
Managing Director
Suite 25, M54 Space Centre 

Halesfield Business Park

Halesfield 8

Telford 

TF7 4QF

Mobile:  07824 902617

Office:   01952 683689

www.outsorc.co.uk
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